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I. INTRODUCTION 

The techniques of Software Engineering are_ an answer t6 the ~rastic iri- · 
creases in programming costs being experienced in both the business and:: 

. scientific communities. The plot given in Figure l shows this cost 
trend. It was taken from a· paper by B. W. Boehm,(l) which was published 
in 1976. The plot is from 1950 to 1985 and shows,:as a percentage of overall· 
computing costs, the cost:.·of programming in the U.S. It reflects_ first that 
t~1cost of software is growing very rapidly, partly because of widespread 
decreases in hardware costs, but second, because it reflects increased per unit 
cost of software due to greater complexity of both scientific and business 
oriented software. 

Within the trend to increasing software costs, we are also seeing main-
. tenance cost become increasingly important. (See Figure 2.) In 1955, 
software development costs were about three-quarters of the total cost 
of a system, whereas maintenance was only about one-quarter. (Mainten
ance ~n this context can be defined first as any changes to a code re
quired in order to make it run as originally specified; and, secondly, 
as any change made later to the code·to make it somehow more efficient 
or to add extra features which had not originally been planned.) Total 
cost here is defined as that wh1ch is ·incurred from the inception of the 
software, until the time the software can be disposed-of or replaced. 



Maintenance since 1955 has been a steadily increasing fraction of the 
total system cost~ In 1976 maintenance was approaching half the total 
cost, and now (1980) it is approximately two-thirds of the total cost. 
Thus, the biggest part of the increased total cost o:f software is due 
to the increasing maintenance cost. 

Conversel°y, the per unit cost of hardware has been decreasing almost 
exponentiai1i:· Thi; {i due t6-th~ advent. of integrated cir~uit technol
ogy and due to the application of engineering technology, in general, to 

. . 

hardware. It can be said that hardware costs have been decreasing because 
the engineering methodo ;· og~. h,as ·been applied, whereas, the cost of soft
ware has been. incre.asing .. because of· the lack of the application of engineer
ing. Thus, the current method_o 1 ogy of software deve 1 opment must be severely 
questioned." First, analysi~. techniques as applied to scientific soft~·· 

ware have ·been rather .1 imiteci"~ partfrularly ·when ·compared ·with the ·widespread 

use of analytical -methods _for hardware design.· Second, a modularity discipline_,\ 
such as is customarily imposed during prel iminar.y design of hardware, is not 
imposed during preliminary software design. Third, cod.fog of the modules has 
been generally very unclea~ and ~ot at all easy to understand. Planned, 
methodtcal, thorough· testing has been simply the exception in the case of 
scientific software development. 

. -

As a result of the drastically increasing cost of software and the lack 
of an engineering approach, the technology of Software Engineering is 
being developed. Software Engineering provides an answer tu the increas
in·g cost of developing and maintaining software. It has been applied 
extensively in the business( 2) and aerospace communities( 3) and is just 

now being applied to the development of scientific software and, in parti~ 
cular, to the development of reactor safety codes at HEDL. 



II. DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

The technology of Software Engineering is actually a combination of 
several disciplines.( 4) Primarily, it is a methodology by which a large 
scale software development project is partitioned into manageable pieces. 
Secondly, in the course of using these disciplines, the "Top Down" approach 

-· ······ ;. .. ... ····-·· . 
is used in all facets. By this approach, major requirements of the soft-
ware development project are specified first, then details are developed 
by stepwise refinement. Debugging can 'start at a high level_, rather than 

at the time of code limolementati;~ and te~ting.. Associated with each _. · / 
of these disciplines is a peer review at each stage, which is called a 
11walkthrough. 11

(
5) The walkthrough allows peers to dig into specifications 

and code at'each and every stage of the development and to ferret out bugs 
at relatively high problem oriented levels. 

Software engineering .disciplines can be broken down into five categories,\ 
~hich are Survey, Analysis, ·Design~ Implementation, and Testing.Phases. \ 

Survey Phase 

The survey phase.in the development of scientific software involves . / 
IAloorithm Soe_cificatiqn. ·.This would be where the defin.ing-~odel equationsj 

. . 
were derived for a new code. In the case of a restru_cturing or re~·engirieering 
of an existing code, that is where struc:tured programming constructs would be 
implemented. The survey also includes activ'ities needed to define a charter . . 

··.' .. · 
for the software development project. 

·Analysis Pha~~ . 

. The Analysis Phase consists of determininq the software specifi~ation. 
This is done in terms of Data-Flow-Diagrams (an example of wh1ch 1s 
shown in Figure 3).; a Data-Dictionary, which defines all of the data flows 
that are presented on the Data-Flow-Diagrams; and a set of Mini-Specs., 
which define the processes occurring in the primitive bubbles which appear 

i 
! 
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on the lowest level of Data-Flow-Diagrams. The methodology of the 
Analysis Phase has been well established by DeMarco,( 6) Yourdon( 4) and 

others and will not. be described further in this paper. 

Design Phase 

The third phase is.the.Design Phase, where. the hierarchial subroutine 
and executive call l.ists are derived. (l, B, 9) An example of hierarchy 

charts is shown in Figure 4~· this takes the familiar form that has been 
so heavily used in the past. Th~.Jlesign Phase results in modular sub-

. ~outines with completely specified composition. Tradition~lly, the lat
ter has not been accomplished. The resulting modules are coherent, small 
(the order of a page or t~o of Fortran coding) and as independent as 
possible. The si?.e of interfaces between the modules are minimized. 
While a large number of small routines is consistent with small int~r

faces, it brings a large number of interfaces into being. In contrast,·\ 
the traditional problem is a small number of large, obscure interfaces. 
The new situation is much easier to deal with locally, but requires a 
design methodology to efficiently optimize the more varied possibilities 
and keep error rates down. Finally, the mod~le coding whi~h ultimately 
results is thoroughly read~ble arid understandable. 

Implementation Phase 

Th~ fourth discipline is that of Implementation of th~ code. lhis is 
done in a 11Top-Down 11 fashion. That is, the high level modules· on the 
hierarchy chart are implemented first so that a total system isl 
operat.ional, in a rudimentary fashion, right at the outset. This allows 

the high level interfaces to be exen.:ised first. It has bP.en shown that 
most uf the bugs that occur in any given· piece of softf1are wi 11 occur at 
the interfaces and the most difficult ones to fix will occur at the high 
l~vel interfaccs.(lO) Finally, in the cou~se of implementation, stand-

. . t I I . I 
ard constructsiare. u~ed repetitiously.). __ Jt The four basic constructs 
are shown in Figure 5, and have.been shown mathematically to be all that 
is necessary to create any given computer program. 
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possible. The size of interfaces between the modules are minimized. 
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Testing 

The fifth discipline is that of Testing. Testing must be done in a 
systematic fashion. (B)\ The individual tests must be documented and 

retrievable. The testing must be designed in order to make the code 
fail. It should not be done by the developer. The developer naturally 
wants to show.the_ successful .operation of the code, whereas a test must 
be designed to find the code's weaknesses and conditions where it will 
fail. 

A~sociated with all. of the ~bqve d~sciplines is the Walkthrough.(S) In 
each one of the five disciplines, the Walkthrough is an integral part. 
which allows peer review of the development of the code at that stage ,, 

and al5n ~llnws high level debugging~ The Walkthroughs will eliminate 
. . 

most of t~e major errors in the code. 

I I I. APPLICATIONS OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

The techniques of Software tngineering have been applied at the Hanford 
Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) to the development of LMFBR 
safety codes. These were an existing code--MELT,( 12 ); a new module FUMO-E, 
and a new very large integrated code system called CONACS. MELT (about 
10,000 lines of code) was restructured using the Software Engineering 
Techniques in order tn rP.duce its maintenance (which had become substan-
ti 9h")\". to make subroutines more independent and coherent; and, most 
1mportantly, to allow for the easy addition of new modules as they were 
developed to model various physical processes occurring during a hypotheti
cal core disruptive accident (HCDA). The new module FUMO-E { "1·3,000 lines 
of code) was developed to model molten fuel motion occurring internally 
to a fuel pin during a hypothetical transient overpower accident. The 
new large system, CONACS (estimated to be"' 50,000 lines of code) is be-

, 
ing developed to mnrlpl thP. behavior of containment system com-

partments under HCDA conditions. This section describes the utilization 
of Software Engineering methodology as applied to these three codes. 
The phases introducted in the previous s~ction are used. 

. ., . ~ . . . ' .. ··~ ·.;·_ .. _. .. r~~~.~~-~-: .... . : ... :~':. -
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During the Algorithm· Definition: Phase (Survey.)" the model ~quations for 
the processes were derived and the numerical methodology {or Solution 
Method) ·established for the new codes FUMO-E and CONACS. .In the case 
of MELT, the existing code defined the algorithm to be 
used. Operations were defined and complex sequence control structures 
to the major routines were restated_for clarity in terms of the constructs 
of structured·programming. This task consumed approximately one-third 
of the total project. effort. 

In the Analysis Phase, .the new'Data...;Flow-Diagrams, the Data Dictionary 
and Structured English ~er~:~~tablished for all three codes. These 1at
ter components go far beyond the traditional flow charts, which only show 
sequence. They are much more understandable· and contain a far greater 
amount ot .in'format'lo11: This is because the Data Flow Diagram is invariant 
with respect to the program design whereas the flow chart is not. The 
Data-Flow-Diagram bubbles (or processes) represent mathematical transforms 
or functions.· Flow charts show on~y sequences of operations, which can 

. . 

be arbitrary, and do not show the underlying transformations. In the case 
of a large scientific code {with which we ~re dealing here,) graphical · 
representations as seen in the. Data-Flow..,Diagrams, are absolutely necessary 

. . . 

to display the re·lationshipsJfunctfonal :.independence). Data-Flow"."Diagrams 
are much more representative of the actual !processes which occur in nature 
(those_whichwe are trying to model) than _flow chart, which is by its 
very nature sequential. The design phase of thc!;c pieces of sr.iP.ntific 
software was done at a very much higher level than what is traditionally 
done using only Fortran listings. It was much easier to recognize inter
dependencies and understand the basic characteristics of the code without 
wading through detailed listings .. The actual codftig-· only comes after the 
optimiiing and debugging are done at this higher level. 

During the Implementation Phase the structured EngJish spe~~fications, i 

are transforme·d directly 1nto a high 1eve1 language st1ch as RATFOR {l 3)1 or 

put into pseudocode, which provides the instructions to a Fortran program-
. mer. The structured English is incorporated·directly into the code as com

ments. In the latter case, the comments are easily st~ipped out for , 



documentation by appropriate text processing techniques. In this case, 
the actual Fortran control statements would be subordinated (right ad
justed) to the structured English comments. In the case where RATFOR 
was used, the actual Fortran control statements would not be ~resent at 
al 1. 

. In using the RATFOR.or pseudocode, the four structured programming con
structs (l l) are. used. repetitiously. When no precompiler is used, this 
coding can be done.ri{anually .. from t~e structured Inglish by technicians 

and is completely standardized~ 

When ~ompilation of the various subroutine modules of the code is com- · 
pleted, the .. available cross-reference list"ings are used for direct com
parison of the variables so listed with the Data Dictionary descriptions 
of the incoming data flows to the module. Similarly, the Data Flow out
puts from the subroutine modules are compared to the cross-reference 
listings. This was done manually. However, the process could be auto
mated using software tools( 13 )\ in the c·ases here. 

The modules are made operational in a Top-Down fashion. Stubs, which 
perform simple simulations of the actual modules, are used for the lower 
level modules and are replaced one by one. The particular method of imple
mentation was to incorporate the new subroutine module, call it and 
immediately dump using a .sophisticated memory dump processor. The results 
of·the calculation or functional operation of the routine would be veri
fied .. The process was then repeated for other modules during the course 
of implementation. 

During.~he testing phase, the system as a whole was systematically checked 
out. This required at least the operation of every single line of coding 
as well as execution through both sides of every branch existing in the 
code. The methodo 1 ogy fa 11 owed that is described in· the book on soft
ware testing by G. J. Myers.-(8).\A lot of development work remains to 

be done in the test'ing area . 

• ~· ,-r . . . - -- ~---~- . 



IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Listed in this section are some observations made during the course of 
the development of three pieces of software by means of Software Engineer
ing. First, it was found that specifications made by means of the Data
Flow-Diagrams, Data Dictionary and Mini-Specs. were a very good means of 
communi catln~i with ·-the. i.iser~ . They assured him that the ultimate code 

. was i_ndeed going,:to:meet_hi_s requirements. These specifications are 
also extremely helpful to document the code for later understanding by 
any user. 

Following the procedures of Software Engineering leads to almost completely 
correct code. That is~ the final coding can then be trusted to be fo a 
one-to-one correspondence with the original mathematical model of the 
system. ·Software Engineering techniques make it very easy to make basic 
changes in the models after the whole system is up and running. Whole 
blocks of code are easy to change,~s are the specifications themselves~ 
This is because partitionin.g makes the final coded algorithms much more 
understandable and much less complex. In addition, good, coherent inter
mediate executives are created as ·a matter of course using the methodology, 
and this also leads to the easy changes. 

The incorporation of walkthroughs (peer review) eli.minated some very sig-. 
nificant bugs at early stages in the development process. In addition~ 
some bugs were found. by the walkthroughs in the original MELT code that 
were not known previously to exist.· The actual coding and initial debug
ging times of the running code were as a result substantially reduced 
when compared with previous experience. 

Software Engineering techniques also made it possible to more effectively 
utilize highly competent personnel, that is, in doing high level work. 
Primarily,· the latter's efforts are in the Analysis Phase. Lower level 
technical personnel can do the Design and finally technicians are quite 
capable~of doing the Implementation Phase and the initial testing and 
debugging phases of the operating code. This overall results in a more 
effective use of personnel than has ever been accomplished before. ·It 

,• 



also greatly reduces need to use senior personnel for routine software 
maintenance. It should be noted that the tasks identified in the Soft
ware Engineering phases can proceed in parallel using differing personnel; 
this lends itself to a much better organization of the software develop
ment. 

Finally, a few statistics are presented on the software development using 
these methods: Presented in Table 1 is the list of some pertinent statis
tics that were found in the course of this development. 

TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR FOR RESTRUCTURING AN EXISTING CODE 

Logic Reformulation 

Logic Reduction to Structured Programming 

Data Flow Diagrams 

Structured English 

· Heirarchy Charts 

Data Structure Redesign and Implementation 

Pseudo-code 

Code · 

Debug 

TOTAL. 

%·of Total ·Effort 

14 

17 

17 

13 

4 

l6 

6 

12 

1 

100 

.. ·--- ····-----. - -7-· ·..;--,.;;·-.. :!:"'~ •• 



V. CON CL US IONS 

Our concluding statement is as follows: Application of 

Software Engineering techniques results in SUPERIOR SOFTWARE. The re

sulting software is well documented. The documentation is easy to under

stand (which is very important in the maintenance phase); the software 

is easy to modify~ ~asier to .use and maintain; and is well tested. 

Finally, the dev~lopment project will end up with a lower overall cost. 
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Figure 3. Data flow diagram illustr~tion. 
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